BUTTERFIELD & ROBINSON AT A GLANCE

B&R is an award-winning travel company who pioneered luxury active travel and continues to design the most unique and immersive adventures to the world’s most amazing places. Always combining activity with unparalleled food, wine, and cultural moments.

WAYS TO GO

JOIN IN: SCHEDULED GROUP TRIPS

Expertly curated itineraries that mix activity with authentic dining, the best hotels and connection with locals. These departures bring together a maximum of 16 travellers on pre-set dates.

TAKE OVER: PRIVATIZE A SCHEDULED TRIP

Take an existing, available departure date from any trip and book it for your private group. The best of both worlds; combining coveted itineraries with the ability to curate your group.

START PLANNING: BESPOKE TRIPS

Private travel designed by our award-winning Experience Designers for any group size or request. Perfect for milestone celebrations, multi-gen travel and once-in-a-lifetime trips.

FLY SOLO: SELF-GUIDED

Expertly designed itineraries designed without the need of a guide and fit for your specific needs. Your local B&R Host is only a phone call away.

OUR EXPERTISE

Incomparable Service

From the first phone call to the final nostalgic photo swap, we anticipate and answer each and every question you might have before, during and after your trip.

Impeccable Guides

An exceptional group: consummate hosts, mind readers and raconteurs, among many other things. Think teachers, painters, travel writers, architects, botanists and biologists. The only documents thicker than their CVs are their passports.

Talented Team of Experience Designers

The best in the world at what they do—and what they do is turn fantasies into reality.

Amazing Activities

We promise nothing short of spectacular meticulously planned activities and life experiences.

Curated Hotels

A hallmark of B&R; we go to great lengths to find properties that are unique expressions of the region.

LEVEL 1
Walking 6-10 km (4-6 mi.) per day relatively flat terrain. Biking 40-50 km (25-30 mi.) per day over relatively flat terrain with a few small hills; very manageable for people trying their first biking trip.

LEVEL 2
Walking 8-12 km (5-7 mi.) per day over relatively flat terrain, with some steeper climbs. Biking 40-50 km (25-30 mi.) per day over terrain that’s relatively flat but will include inclines and the occasional climb or two.

LEVEL 3
Walking 11-15 km (7-10 mi.) per day over rolling terrain on a variety of surfaces. Most days, one or two steeper climbs. Biking 40-50 km (25-30 mi.) per day in gently rolling country, with some longer climbs.

LEVEL 4
Walking 11-15 km (7-10 mi.) over terrain that varies between rolling and hilly, with some steeper climbs. Biking Roughly 50 km (30 mi.) per day in consistent rolling country, with repeated climbs and longer options available.

OUR MISSION

To unite travellers around the world, highlighting local people, culture, nature and history; on two wheels, two feet or anything that moves us.